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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Setup of This Paper 
Let V be an I-dimensional vector space over a field K. We assume that 
the characteristic of K is zero. (For the positive characteristic ase, see 4.6.) 
Let d be a generic arrangement of II hyperplanes: d is a finite family of 
one-codimensional subspaces of V satisfying 
1. n= #d>1>3, 
2. Every 2 hyperplanes of d intersect only at the origin. 
Let S denote the symmetric algebra S( V*) of the dual space V* of V. 
Then 5’ can be considered as the K-algebra of all polynomial functions on 
V. Let 0 6 q < 1. Let 524 = ~2; denote the S-module of all regular q-forms on 
V. Then each Qq is a free S-module of rank (i). For each HE d choose 
CAKE V* such that ker(a,) = H. Let 
Q=Q(d)= n CITES. 
HE&- 
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Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181. 
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Define 
aq(sie) = {u) 1 o is a (global) rational q-form on Y such that 
Qo E r;2$ and Q(dw) E 84,+l), 
which is called the module of logarithmic q-forms with pole along d. 
Introduce a grading into Gq(&) as usual: for example 
kdfdh A . . . A dy,) = deg f+ q, 
where f is a homogeneous element in S and yi E V* (1~ i < q). Then 524(d) 
is a finitely generated graded S-module. 
1.2. The Aim 
Let 
J=J(Q) := (dQ/i3x,, . . . . i3Q/dx,)S 
be the Jacobian ideal of Q. At the NSF-CBMS research conference on 
“Arrangements of Hyperplanes” in 1988, Yuzvinsky posed the conjecture 
that the depth (as an S-module) of the factor ring S/J is equal to zero: 
depth, S/J = 0. 
This conjecture is equivalent to the conjecture that the homological dimen- 
sion of Q’- ‘(&‘) is equal to Z- 2. In this paper we prove this conjecture. 
Actually we prove 
hd, aq(&) = q (O<q<l-2), 
hd, Q’- I(&) = Z- 2, 
hd, &2’(d) = 0. 
Moreover, we construct an explicit minimal free resolution of sZq(&) for 
0 6 q < 1. In particular, the free resolution of 52’- ‘(d) gives a minimal free 
resolution of the module D(d) of logarithmic derivations along d studied 
in [4] and elsewhere. A minimal free resolution of the factor ring S/J is 
also given. 
1.3. Outline 
Fix a hyperplane H, E z$’ for a moment. Let 
d’=~\{H,}, AC= {HnH,IHEd’}. 
(Then d” is an arrangement in the (E- 1)-dimensional vector space HI .) 
First in Section 2 we prove that there exists a short exact sequence 
0 -+ q&d’) + Qq(d) + L?q- y&q -a 0 
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in 2.3.6. We also show (2.3.4) that the S-module Qq(&) is generated by 
{(dhly,) A . . . A (dy,/y,)I yiez V*, ker yied (i= 1, . . . . 4)) 
for O<q<Z--2. 
In Section 3, we first show that the Fitting ideal of Q’(d) has the maxi- 
mal height I in 3.2.3. Combining this with a result of [l], we show that 
for 0 < q < Z- 2 in 3.3.2. Using this, we construct an explicit minimal free 
resolution of Qq(&) for 0 $ q d I - 2. The resolution is composed of sym- 
metric powers and exterior powers. We use a resolution of this type which 
studied by Lebelt in [2]. The homological dimension of Qq(&‘) turns out 
to be equal to q for O<q<Z-2. 
In Section 4 we construct a minimal free resolution of Qq(&) for 
q = I- 1, the only remaining case. Fix a, E V* with ker 01~ = H, E& for a 
moment. First in 4.2.4 we get an exact sequence 
. . . -2 Qq(6) -5 @‘+‘(&g) a - . . .) 
where d is defined by 
ato) = (doll/a,) A Co (0 E Q4(J4) 
for 0 <qG 1. Combining this exact sequence with the free resolutions of 
Q”(d) (0 6 q < I- 2) in Section 3, we construct a minimal free resolution 
of G’-‘(d) in 4.3.7. Its homological dimension turns out to be equal to 
Z-2. The resolution yields a minimal free resolution (4.5.3) of the factor 
ring S/J of S by the Jacobian ideal J= J(Q). The length of the resolution 
is Z, so we have 
hd, S/J = Z, depth, S/J= 0, 
as conjectured by Yuzvinsky. 
Let D(d) be the module of logarithmic derivations along d (defined in 
4.4). Since 
.cP’(d) ND(d) 
as S-modules, we have a minimal free resolution of D(a) in 4.4.2. The 
characteristic sequence in [6] of a generic arrangement & is proven in 
4.4.4 to be: 
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(1, n-l-i- 1, .‘., n--z+ 1; . . . . n-E+k ,..., n-li-k ; . . . . 
V 
(“-;t”l-‘)(i”;:k) 
n-3 ( 1 1-2 
We thank Keiichi Watanabe for helpful conversations on this subject. 
2. A SHORT EXACT SEQUENCE AND GENERATORS FOR lJq(d) 
2.1. The Setup 
Let V, 1, K, JZZ, n, S, 524, Q, &P(d) be as in 1.1. Fix H, E d in this 
section. Let 
-@“=d\{ff,}, d”= (HnH,jH~s4’). 
Then d’ is an arrangement in V called the deletion of d. Note that d’ is 
also generic if #d = n > I + 1. The arrangement d”, called the restriction 
of d to H,, is always a generic arrangement in H, unless I= 3. Choose 
a, E V* with ker CI~ = H,. Let Q’ = Q/c~r . Then Q’ defines d’. Let x1, . . . . xI 
be a basis for V*. 
2.2. The Residue 
The results in this subsection are true for any nonempty (not necessarily 
generic) arrangement d. 
LEMMA 2.2.1. For any CO E SJq(sZ), there exist a rational (q - 1)-j&m CO’ 
and a rational q-form CD” such that 
1. o=o’ A (da,/a,)+w”, 
2. Q’co’ and Q’o.I” are both regular (no pole). 
ProojI We can assume that a, = x1. One may (uniquely) choose o’ and 
w” such that 
1. o=o’ A (dx,/x,)+o”, 
2. Neither o’ nor w” contains dx,. 
Then it is easy to see that both Q’o’ and Qo” are regular. 
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One computes 
Q'(0.f A dx,) = Q'(c0 A dx,) 
= (co A dQ) - xl(o A de') 
= (- l)qd(Qo) -f (- l)“+‘Q(do) -xr(o A dQ'). 
Since o E aq(&), d( QCJJ) and Q(&D) are both regular. Therefore 
Q’(o” A dx,) has no pole along x1 = 0. Thus it is regular on V. Because w” 
contains no u!xI, Q’o” is regular. 1 
LEMMA 2.2.2. Let o E AY(JzJ). Choose a rational (q - i)-form o’ and a 
rational q-form CO” such that 
1. O.I = co’ A (dcl,/a,) + w”, 
2. Neither o’ nor W” as a pole along HI. 
Then the restriction o’ IH1 of the o’ to HI depends only upon w (and HI). 
ProoJ: Suppose that 
1. o=o’ A (dx,/x,)+o”=r’ A (dx,/x,)+~“, 
2. None of w’, o”, r’, and q” have a pole along H,. 
Then 
and hence 
(cd-rj’) A (dxl/xl)=#‘-u” 
(q” - co”) A dxI = 0. 
Thus there exists a rational (q - 1)-form 5 such that 
f’-co”=5 A dxI 
and r has no pole along H,. Since 
0 = (co’- q’) A (dx,/x,) - g A dx, 
=(m’-f--x18 A (dx,lx,), 
we have 
co’-Y,“-x~~=z A dx, 
for some rational (q-2)-form r. This implies 
O’lH, =fl’lff,. 
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DEFINITION 2.3.3. For w E !Gq(~), the restriction of o’ in 2.2.2 to N, is 
called the residue of o and is denoted by res(w). 
2.3. A Short Exact Sequence 
Let d be a generic arrangement as described in 1.1. 
LEMMA 2.3.1. For any CO E Gq(&), res(o) EQqel(&“‘). In other words, 
one can define a K-linear map 
res: Qq(&‘) -+ Qq-l(~fl). 
ProoJ Write 
~1) = co’ A (doll/al) + CO” 
as in 2.2.1. Since d is generic, it is obvious that res(o) = CD’ iw, has at most 
a simple pole along M’. Since do E Gq+ ‘(a), write 
do = 9’ A (doll/al) + y”, 
where both Q’q’ and Q’q” are regular. Then one has 
dw’ A (doll/a,) + dw” = dw = Y/’ A (doll/a,) + rf’. 
Since neither do’ nor do” has a pole along H,, 
r’l‘Y,= do’ [ H1 = d(res(o)) 
by 2.2.2. Since d is generic, d(res(w)) has at most a simple pole along LzZ”. 
Therefore res(o) E Qq-‘(&“). 1 
We denote the inclusion map Qq(&‘) 4 Qq(&) by i. 
LEMMA 2.3.2. The sequence 
0 d Lp(d’) -5 fP(J$) -=A p- @z”) 
is exact for q > 1. 
Proof For o E Qq( d’), we can choose w’ = 0 and w” = w in 2.2.2. Thus 
res(0) = 0. 
We can assume that CI~ = x1. Write 
w=o’ A (dx,/xl)so” 
as in the proof of 2.2.1; neither o’ nor 0” contains dx,. Suppose 
co’ 1 H, = res(0) = 0. 
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Then every coefficient of o’ is divisible by xi. So Q’CIJ is regular. Also, dw 
has no pole along HI either. Therefore w E Qq(~‘). 1 
DEFINITION 2.3.3. An arrangement & in V is called Boolean if d 
consists of I= dim V hyperplanes, and the intersection of all hyperplanes in 
~4 consists only of the origin. (In this case the intersection lattice L(d) is 
a Boolean lattice.) 
THEOREM 2.3.4. Let 0 <q< 1-2. Let d be a Boolean or generic 
arrangement. Then the S-module aq(&) is generated by 
W..hJ A ... A (dyq/yq)IyjE V*, ker yi~d (i= 1, . . . . q)). 
ProojI When d is Boolean it is easy to see (e.g., see [3, 2.91) that 
the S-module Q’(d) is free with a basis doll/al, . . . . dcr,/oll, where 
d = { ker ai 1 i = 1, . . . . I}. By [3, p. 270, Theorem], we have 
!2(d) = A f2l(d), 
for the Boolean case. 
Suppose that d is generic. Define 
P(d) := the submodule of Qq(&‘) generated by 
Wyh,) * .-a A (dy,/y,) 1 yie V*, ker yiE & (i= 1, . . . . q)}. 
We will show 
Lqd)=Fqd) 
by induction on n = #d. Note that 
QO(&d”) = FO(d”). 
Since 
#L-Q/‘= #d-l and #L-QzU< #d-l, 
we have a commuative diagram 
0 - Qq(d’) - 52qL&q res Q”-‘(&St”) 
0 - Fq(d’) - Fqd) res Fq-‘(dy 
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by the induction assumption. Let S be the algebra of all polynomial 
functions on H1. Identify S with S/cl, S. For each i7 E &“, there exists a 
unique HE d’ such that 
HnH,=ij. 




Qq-l(d”) 2 res Qq(&) 2 res Ii4(&) = Fq-‘(d”) = QqV1(&“). 
Therefore the sequence 
is exact. 
Let w~Qq(&). Choose q EF~(J&‘) such that 




w -q E ker(res) = Oq(~‘) = Fq(&‘) c P(d). 
COEFJ(%d). 
Lyd) = lyd) 
and the induction proceeds. 1 
Remark 2.3.5. Theorem 2.3.4 was proved by Ziegler in [7, 6.4.3; 8, 7.53 
by a different method. 
In the course of the proof of 2.3.4, we have proved 
THEOREM 2.3.6. Let &Se be generic and 16 q < I - 2. Then the sequence 
0-e Lq!&)L 52qJ+-% .q-y,~‘)--+ 0 
is exact. 
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3. Qqd) (O<q<Z-2) 
3.1. The Setup 
We keep the setup of the previous section. Let d = {H,, Hz, . . . . H,,} be 
a generic arrangement in V. Define 
F. = F,(d) = i; Se, 
i=l 
to be a free S-module with basis e, , e2, . . . . e,. Then F0 will be graded so 
that 
deg(e,) = 0 (1 <idn). 
Let x1, . . . . xI be a basis for V*. Choose aim V* with ker(q) = Hi. Let 
coi = dcC,/Ni for 1~ i < IZ. Define an S-linear map 
cp(4 = w (1 <i,<n). 
Note that cp is homogeneous of degree zero. Define 
Fl = Fl(&) = ker tp. 
3.2. The Fitting Ideal of O’(a) 
Restrict 
q: F,, -+ Q’(sf) 
to a subspace @r= r Kaie, to get 
$: & Kaiei+ T*V:= & K dxi. 
i=l i=l 
Then 
Since & is generic, dcl,, . . . . da, span T*V. Note that every element of 
ker($) is homogeneous of degree one in F. and that ker($) is a vector 
space of dimension n - 1. Then the following theorem is due to Ziegler [7, 
6.4.7; 8, 7.71: 
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THEOREM 3.2.1. The sequence 
O---+F,--+Fg+O1(d)-0 
is a minimal free resolution of Q’(d). Here FO is free of rank n and F, is 
free of rank n - 1. In fact, F, is naturally isomorphic to SOK ker($). 
The natural grading of F, is introduced so that F, may have a basis 
consisting of elements of degree zero. Then the inclusion map F, 4 FO is 
homogeneous of degree + 1. The Fitting ideaI of @(d) is, by definition, 
generated by all (n - I)-minors of the matrix presenting the inclusion map 
F1 4 FO. All entries of the matrix are elements of degree one in S. Denote 
the Fitting ideal by 9. 
LEMMA 3.2.2. Every product of n - 1 elements in (cI~, .. . . a,} lies in the 
Fitting ideal 9. 
ProoJ We can assume that cli = xi (1 d i < I). Let 
fxi=cjlx,+ ..* +c,x, 
with C~EK for l<idn, 1 <j<l. Then 
~i=cil~lel + ... +cipjel-txiei (l<i<n) 
lies in ker(q) = F,. Considering BI+ l, . . . . /I,, one deduces that 
fJ CqEF. 
i=l+l 
Since this is true for any numbering of a,, . . . . a,, one gets the result. ! 
THEOREM 3.2.3. The Fitting ideal 9 is of height 1. 
Proof If necessary, by extending the field K, one can assume that K is 
algebraically closed. It is, by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, enough to prove that 
the zero set Z = Z(P) of the Fitting ideal F consists only of the origin. Let 
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By 3.2.2, one has n - t < n - 1. Thus t > 1. So 
VE f) Hi=(O). 1 
i=l 
3.3. A” a’(d) N P(d) 
By applying the result of Lebelt [l, p. 191, Folgerung l(a), (b)], from 
3.2.3 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.3.1. Aqa’(&‘) is torsion-freefor O<q<l- 1. 
THEOREM 3.3.2. For 0 < q < 1- 2, there exists a natural isomorphism 
p: ;I Q’(d) r Gyd). 
ProoJ By 2.3.4 the natural map 
is surjective. Let 5 be the map multiplication by Qq, where Q = nr= I ai. 
Then we have a commutative diagram 
because Q@(&) _c 0:. Here p’ is also the natural map. Since 5 is injective 
by 3.3.1 and p’ is an isomorphism, it follows that p is also injective. 1 
3.4. A Free Resolution of 52q(d) (0 d q < I - 2) 
In [l, 21, Lebelt constructed a free resolution of the exterior power of 
a module of homological dimension 1. Let Sp denote the pth symmetric 
power. (Note that the symmetric power is isomorphic to the divided power 
in [2, p. 3431 because the field K is of chaacteristic zero.) For 0 dp < q, 
define 
4-p 
cp(~q(d)) = SpFl 0 A FO. 
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Here the tensor product is over S. The boundary map 
4-p q--P+1 
d:SPF,Q /j Fo-+S*-lFl@ /‘j F. 
is defined by the S-linear map satisfying 
where yj E F1 and p E Aq--P F. for 1 <p 9 q. This map d is homogeneous of 
degree + 1. We also define the augmented map 
E: c”(Qq(d)) = i\ Fo -+ Qq(d) 
by the S-linear map satisfying 
.$ei, A ... A ei,)= Oi, h ... A Oiq 
for 19 i, < . . . < i, f n. Then this map E is homogeneous of degree zero. 
THEOREM 3.4.1. The complex (C’(Qq(sf)), d) is a minimal resolution of 
W(d) for 0 G q < E- 2. 
Proof By [1, p. 191, Folgerung l(b); 2, p. 343, l3eispiele (ii)] and 3.2.3, 
the complex (C’(Qq(,02)), d) g ives a free resolution of r\” P(d) for 
0 < 4 < I - 1. Since all of the maps d are homogeneous of degree + 1, the 
minimality of the resolution is obtained by applying a well-known mini- 
mality criterion (e.g., [S, Lemma 4.41). By 2.3.4, A” Q’(d) is naturally 
isomorphic to Qq(&) for 0 < q < I - 2. 1 
Since F. E S” and F, z S”- ’ (3.2.1), the rank of a free module 
Cp(G?q(&)) is equal to (“- ‘+pP-l)(qnp). Let i and d be integers. Define the 
graded S-module S(i) by 
S(i),= Si+d. 
Then we have 
COROLLARY 3.4.2. Let 0 < q d I- 2. There exists an exact sequence 
0 ---f S( -q)“‘4’ + . . . -.+ S( -p)“(p) + . . . --* S( - 1)““’ -+ SW(O) -+ Qfysd) 3 0, 
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and all maps are homogeneous of degree zero. 
COROLLARY 3.4.3. The homological dimension of Qq(d’) is equal to q for 
O<q<l-2. 
4.1. The Setup 
4. Q’-‘(d) 
We keep the setup of the previous section. Let 
Fb = F;(d) = & Se,. 
i=2 
Then Fb is a free S-module of rank IZ - 1. 
4.2. Exact Sequence (G(d), a) 
DEFINITION 4.2.1. Let 8,: S -+ S be the Euler derivation: 
BE= ,‘: xi(a/axi). 
i=l 
For ~EQ~(&‘), define a (q- l)-form (CO, 0,) such that 
1. the correspondence CO H (CO, 19,) is S-linear, 
2. (dx, A ... A dx,, f3,) = C;=, (-l)P+lxiP dx, A . . . A 
q A ... A dx,. 
This definition is independent of the choice of a basis x1, . . . . xI for V*. 
LEMMA 4.2.2. For any o~Qq(d) and ME V*, 
(da A o, O,)=ao-da A (co, k’,).. 
ProoJ: We can assume that 
a=x, and o=dxi, A ..m A dx. ‘9 
for 1 < i, < i2 < . . . < i, < 1. 
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Case 1 (1 <i,). 
LHS = (dx’, A dx, A . . . A dx,, 6,) 
=x1 dx, A ... A dx,- dx, A (dx, A ... A dx,, 6,) = RHS. 
Case 2 (1 =il). 
RHS=x, dx, A ... /, dx,-dx, A (x1 dx, A ... A dx,)=Q=LHS. 1 
LEMMA 4.2.3. For any o~Qq(&), (0, OE)~Oq-‘(6). 
Proof Let K E V* with H = ker a E &‘. By 4.2.2, we know 
da A (CO, 6,) = MO - (dCf A W, 6,). 
This has no pole along H. So (w, 0,) ~Q~-l(d). 1 
Let w1 = dal/al. Define 
a: aq&!q -+ !2q+y&q 
by 
a(o)= CD1 A CO 
for w E P(6). 
THEOREM 4.2.4. The sequence 
o---ts_rl,SZ’(d)-e,...4+a~(oe)-o. 
is exact. 
ProoJ If o E Qq(~) satisfies w1 A w = do = 0, then we have 
a(CO,eE)=COIA (U),eE)=W-(OIAW,&)=O 
by 4.2.2. Since (0, 0,) lies in Qq- ’ (~2) by 4.2.3, the sequence is 
exact. i 
4.3. A Free Resolution of a’-I(&‘) 
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by the first projection: 
8,(x + (e1 A Y)) =x, 
where x~l\“Fb and yEAqW1 Fb. 
Define 
kfl 
dk:&,,+ /j F,, (O<k<q) 
by a,(x) = eI A x. Then the following lemma is easy: 
LEMMA 4.3.1. The sequence 
is exact. 
Let p = I- 2 - q. By tensoring (over S) the ( - l)P-multiplication of the 
pth symmetric power S*Fl with dk, we obtain 
Also, by tensoring the identity map of SPFl with d,, we obtain 
l~aq:SPF,~~F,~SpF,~~Fb. 
For simplicity, we denote all of these maps by d: 
a=(-l)*@a, (OGk<q), a=iBa,. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 4.3.2. Let 0 dp < I - 2 and q = I- 2 -p. Then the sequence 
O---t S*FIA s*F~BF~A . . . 
5 SpF, 0 A F. 5 S’Fl @ A Fb - 0 
is exact. 
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For simplicity we write 
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Y-P 
cppq = cp(Q4(d)) = ,S'Fl @ /j F. (OGpPqGZ-2), 
i-2-p 
.DP=SPFl@ /j & (O$p<Z-2). 
Then by 4.3.2 the sequence 
o- CP.P& CP*P+'~...-..f+ CP.'-2m!4,PA0 
is exact for 0 6p < 1- 2. Integrating these exact sequences with those in 




o- ci-2,‘-2 A 01-2 -0 
* 
Here all the columns and the rows are exact. 
hMMA 4.3.3. The big diagram above is commutative. 
ProoJ: Let 
9-P 
Yl -~.~,@zEC~~~=S~F~@ /‘, FO 
481/136/2-9 
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for 1 <p,(q<l-2. Then 
dOJ(Yl . ..y.oz)=d((-l)Pyl...ypO(el AZ)) 
=itl (-1YYl ....fi “‘YpO(yi A el A Z) 
=i$l (-1)P-1y1...9i..-ypO(el A\iA 2) 
=a i yl.. 
t 
+-.J’,@(Yj A 2) 
i=l 




for Odq<l--2. Then 
ao&(Z)Q1 A &(Z)=&(el A Z)=&d(Z). 1 
We will fill the column of the P’s of the big diagram with S-linear maps 
d:DP-+DP-- (16p61-2) 
satisfying 
4yl ..*yp@z)= 2 yl .*.$i...yp@ [Z(yi) A Z] 
i=l 
for Y,GF,, ZEA\‘-~-~ Ph. Here 
is the restriction of the first projection map 
F,=Fb@Se,+Fb 
to Fl. Then all of the maps d are homogeneous of degree + 1. Also let 
l-2 
E: Do= A Fb+ol A ii?-‘(d) 
be the S-linear map satisfying 
E(ei, A ... A ei,-2)=01 A Oil A ... A COilez, 
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where 1 -=c i, < ... < il_-2 < n. Then this map E is homogeneous of degree 
zero. Then we have 
LEMMA 4.3.4. The sequence 
o_ D/-2& D’-1 d 
d Do - . ..- --L 01 A Q’-‘(Jxf) - 0 
gives a minimal resolution of the S-module w1 A sZ’-2(S). 
Proof. Since all of the maps d are homogeneous of degree + 1, the 
minimality follows from a well-known criterion (e.g., [5, Lemma 4.41). So 
it is enough to show that the insertion of the maps d and E into the big 
diagram maintains its commutativity. First we will prove that the diagram 
d d 
p- 2 a 
- Dp 
is commutative. Let 
I-2Pp 
yl~~.y,Qz~Cp~‘-2=SPFl@ ,lj F, 
for yi E Fl and z E h’-2-p Fo. Write 
z=z,f(e, r\z2) 
with z,EA*-~~~F& and z,~/j-~-J’Pb. Then 
.Bie*.Yp@ ((Vi A ZI) + (Yi A el A 22)) 
= d(y, '-YpQzJ 
= do d(y, . . ‘Yp 0 @I -I- (cl A %))I 
=doa(y, . ..y@z). 
Next we will prove that the diagram 
sz’-2(d) a WI A a’-“(d) 
E T E i 
c~,[-2 a , DO 
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is commutative. Let 
l-2 
ei, A ..* A ej,-2ECo2’-2= // Fo, 
for 1 < iI < . . . <ilPz<n. Then 
do.s(ei, A ... A ei,_J==i3(coi, A ... A Of,-,) 
=01 A Oil A ... A Oi,-2 
=sod(ei, A ... A eire2). 1 
DEFINITION 4.3.5. Define 
( 
I 
OE= c (-I)‘-‘XjdXl A **. A &A ... A dx, Q. 
i=l 
Then ofi’-‘( 
Note that oE is independent of the choice of a basis x1, . . . . x, and that 
the degree of oE is equal to I - M. 
LEMMA 4.3.6. 
i-i+‘(d) = (CO1 A f-i+‘(d))@ SO,. 
ProoJ Recall the exact sequence from 4.2.4 
0 - Q”(d) -5 Q1(d) -5.. s-2 a’(d) - 0. 
Since 
~(oE)=ol A wE= (dx, A ... A dx,)/Q 
and 
i2’(&‘)=S(dxl A ... A dx,)/Q (free of ran one), 
we have a short exact sequence 
0 - im--2(d) - sz’-‘(d) -2 Q’(d) - 0 
which splits. Thus we have the desired result. 1 
Define E’: S + 52*-r(&) by s’(f) =fi, for fe S. Then E’ is homogeneous 
of degree I-n. Combining 4.3.6 and the free resolution of or A O’-*(d) 
from 4.3.4. we have 
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THEOREM 4.3.7. The sequence 
gives a minimal free resolution of the S-module 52’- ‘(-Qz). 
Since FL N S+’ and F, N S*--[, the rank of a free module 
Dp= SPF, QA’-2-P FL is equal to (nP’;p-l )( ,:;A 2). Considering the 
degrees of the maps d and d’, we have 
COROLLARY 4.3.8. There exists an exact sequence 
0 + q2 - ye-2) -+ . . . --) q-p)"(P) 3 . . . + q-l)"(l) 
+ SW(O) @ S(n - I) + sz'- l(d) -+ 0, 
where w(~)=(“-‘+,~-l)(~rp1~) (O<p<Z--2) and all the Maps are 
homogeneous of degree zero. 
COROLLARY 4.3.9. The homological dimension of the S-module Q’-‘(6) 
is equal to I- 2. 
4.4. Remarks on D(d) 
Let Der = Der,(S) denote the module of all K-derivations on S: 
Der = { 8 16: S -+ S is K-linear and 
e(f8)=fe(g)+gB(f)forallf, gES1. 
An element 0 E Der is called to be homogeneous of degree d if 6(x) E Sd+ i
for ail XE V*. Then it is easy to see that Der is naturally a graded free 
S-module of rank 1. 
Define 
D(d) = (0 E Der 10(Q) E QS> 
for Q = Q(d). Then D(d) is a graded submodule of Der. The S-module 
D(d) is called the module of logarithmic derivations along d. It has been 
studied in [4] and elsewhere. Recall the Euler derivation 
in 4.2.1 and 
OE= i Xi(d/aXi) 
i=l 
f: (-l)‘-‘xidxl A . . . A d;i A . . ~ 
i-1 
in 4.3.5. Then deg 9, = 0 and deg mE = 1 -n. 
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The following lemma is easy: 
LEMMA 4.4.1. There is an isomorphism 
y: D(d)w2--l(d) 
defined by 
y(O)= i (-l)‘-‘O(x,)dx, A ... 
( 
A dGi A . . . Ad+ Q 
i=l )’ 
for 8 ED(&). Also y(6,) = oE. 
By 4.3.7, we have 
THEOREM 4.4.2. There exists a minimal free resolution 
04D’-2&D/--l - . ..-% D’=iD”@S-+ D(d)+ 0 
of the S-module D(d). 
Since the map y is homogeneous of degree I- rz, we also have 
COROLLARY 4.4.3. There exists an exact sequence 
0 -+ S(2 - n)w(‘-2) --f . . . + S(/-n -p)“(P) -+ . . . + S(l- n - 1)““) 
--f S(Z-n) w(o) @ S + D(d) -+ 0, 
where w(p) = (+ ‘;P-~)(,:;‘,) (O<p<Z-2) and all the maps are 
homogeneous of degree zero. 
COROLLARY 4.4.4. The characteristic sequence (see [6, p. 3151) of a 
generic arrangement (with n hyperplanes in an l-dimensional vector space) is 
(l,n-Z+l,..., n-Z+l;...; n-l+k ,..., n-Z+k ;...; 
n-1 ( > 1-2 
n - 1, . . . . n - 1). 
n-3 ( > 1-2 
COROLLARY 4.45 The homological dimension of the S-module D(d) is 
equal to 1- 2. 
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4.5. Remarks on the Factor Ring SJJ 
Consider 
Ann(d)= (~ED(&)]~(Q)=O>. 
Then Ann(d) is a graded submodule of D(d). Let J=J(Q) be the 
Jacobian ideal of Q: 
J= (aQ/ax,, ... . aQ/axp. 
Define an S-linear map 
p:Der--+S 
by ~(0) = 0(Q) for 6 E Der. Then it is easy to see 
LEMMA 4.5.1. The sequence 
O-Ann(&)---+ Der--% S- SJJ- 0 
is exact. 
LEMMA 4.5.2. (1) D(d) = Ann(d)@ ME, 
(2) There exists an S-linear isomorphism 
z: o1 A &‘(&)r Ann(&). 
ProoJ (1) Let 0 E D(d). Note that n = deg (2. Then 
8- QVQ)/nQhE Annbd). 
if f 8, E Ann(d) n ME, then 
O=fQdQbnfQ. 
Thus f = 0. 
(2) Recall the isomorphism 
y: D(d) Jz Q”-‘(d) 
in 4.4.1. Since ~(8,) = tiE, we have 
a’-‘(&‘) = y(Ann(d)) 0 So, 
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by (1). Recall 4.3.6: 
a’-‘(d) = (01 A W2(d))@ so,. 
Thus we have (2). m 
From 4.3.4, 4.5.2 (2), and 4.5.1, we have 
THEOREM 4.5.3. There exists a minimal free resolution 
(j,D'-2&Di--l d -...--%D”+Der-%S-S~J-+O 
of the S-module S/J. 
Considering the degrees of the maps, we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.5.4. There exists an exact sequence 
0 + S(2 - 2ny-2) + . . . --a S(Z- 2n -p)“(P) --f . . . -+ S(Z- 2n)W@) 
+S(l-n)‘-+S-+S/J-,O, 
where w(p) = (“- t+,*-‘)(,:;‘,) (O<p<Z--2) and all the maps are 
homogeneous of degree zero. 
COROLLARY 4.5.5. The homological dimension of the S-module S/J is 
equal to 1. Therefore the depth of S/J is equal to zero. 
EXAMPLE 4.5.6. Let Q = (x + y + z)xyz. Then Q defines a generic 
arrangement with I = 3 and n = 4. Then the Jacobian ideal J is defined by 
J= (yz(2x+y+z), zx(x+2y+z), xy(x+y+2z))S. 
Let cq = x + y + z, a, =x, clg =y, a4 = z, and oi = dai/ai (i = 1,2, 3,4). Then 
Fo=Sel@Se20Se,@Se,, 




As in 4.3.4, a minimal free resolutions of the S-module or A D’(d) is given 
by 
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Here 
d(xe,+ye,+ze,-(x+y+z)e,)=xe,+ye,+ze,, 
c(e2) = co1 A o2 = (d(x + y -I- z)/(x + y + 2)) A (dx/x), 
4e3)=a1 A 03= (d(x+y+z)l(x+v+z)) A C&/y), 
E(Q) = CO1 A CO4 = (d(X +y + Z)/(X + y + Z)) A (Liz/Z). 
The isomorphism (4.5.2(2)) 
z: co1 A Q’-2(d’) r Ann(d) 
in this case case satisfies 
~“E(e2)=T(01 A W2)=yZ((d/dy)-((a/aZ))+~(y-Z)e,, 
ZoE(ej)=T(O1 A O+)=zX((8/aZ)- (a/ax))+ $(z-x)8,, 
‘Co e(Q) = $01 A 04) = XJ’((a/aX) - (d/dJJ)) + ;(X -y)6,. 
The map 
p: Der -+ S 
is defined by ~(0) = O(Q). Then the minimal free resolution of S/J in 4.5.3 
is 
So we get an exact sequence 
where all the maps are homogeneous of degree zero. This is the exact 
sequence in Corollary 4.5.4. 
4.6. A Remark on Positive Characteristic 
When K has a positive characteristic, the symmetric power should be 
replaced by the divided power as in [2]. Then all the results up to 4.4 still 
hold after a suitable change of the definition of the boundary map d [2, 
p. 345, Beispiele (ii). Unless n is a multiple of the characteristic, the results 
in 4.5 are still true. (When n is a multiple of the characteristic, 4.5.2 is not 
true: eE E Ann(d).) 
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